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                      Founded a decade back by Karthik R.,
NLPAcademy-IN has come a long way from its
inception in the Southern most tip of India,
Kanyakumari.  When  Karthik   first  started  out    his        

      urge to transform lives made him thrive to bring about the
best in people and be the best.

    
      It has always been that the epicenter of whatever NLPAcademy-IN
does is to give more that what is offered. Karthik had envisioned to bring
about a paradigm shift in every individual who gets associated with
NLPAcademy-IN by making them practically experience it and this has
been revolutionizing the whole industry since then.

                    At NLPAcademy-IN “The ‘how’ factor is more important than
the ‘wow’ factor” this is what makes our programs unique, practical and
transformational. We know that not one size fits all and that each
individual is unique and so is their requirements, we curate each of our
programs with shear perfection-tailored for individuals, groups and
organizations. We make sure that they experience what they assimilate
which creates long last impacts and tremendous results.

           The IAPCCT (International Association of Professional Coaches,
Counselors, and Therapists) is a worldwide network dedicated to
support and advance the professions of Coaching, Holistic Therapy,
Applied Psychology, Personal Development, and Personal Change.

            As a global community, the IAPCCT (International Association
of Professional Coaches, Counselors, and Therapists) leads by
setting high professional standards, and accrediting the training
programs for NLP Professionals, Coaches, Counselors, and
Therapists.

        
       We exist to support and advance the field of NLP, Coaching, Personal
Development and Holistic Therapy through programs and standards supported by
our members and to be an authoritative source on coaching information and
research for the public. 

                 For more details please visit our page https://iapcct.com/ 
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About NLPAcademy-IN

Karthik R.
Founder - NLPAcademy-IN

About  IAPCCT



What's NLP?
          Neuro Linguistic Programming(NLP) is the study of the mind and the language on uses to program
oneself. Richard Bandler and John Grinder, the fore fathers of NLP believed that every behavioral pattern
has an algorithm, a structure to it and anyone's excellence can be analyzed by understanding this structure.
This being the base NLP also believes that every person is unique and so is their ask from this very
question, "What is NLP?" 

 
          NLP is an in-depth understanding of how mind works and how you can develop excelling strategies
tailor made only for oneself. Any successful persons mind program can be analyzed decoded and utilized
to provide every individual with the required skill set. To do so NLP has discovered and developed multiple
tools and techniques.

About this NLP Practitioner Certification?
          This NLP Practitioner Program has been curated to provide you all those multiple tools and
techniques to master excellence. The program is designed in such a way that it participant is hand
held during the process of understanding their outcome, visualizing their goals, getting clarity on
their perspectives and designing strategies accordingly to achieve them.

    As we know every individual is different so will their outcomes, goals and the difficulties or
obstacles one will face in the course of achieving it. The facilitator makes sure that each of
individual identifies their obstacles and then help them identifying the techniques that can help
them.

          We believe in experiential learning, so the participants will actually be practicing all
the techniques they learn. This gives them 3 different opportunities to analyze,
understand and decode the algorithm/structure of each technique. This helps the
participants introspect as well as get different views and ides about the same.
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What will you Takeaway?

NLP Practitioner Certification is a 29 days program with online session and self
exploration

Who can attend?

  Effective Communication 
  Effective management of your thoughts, emotions and behavior
  Transforming Limiting beliefs with your frame of mind to empowering beliefs
  Understanding of others mind language
  Effectively influence others by using language patterns
  Ability to get people to agree to your ideation
  Help self and others to overcome long lasting fears 

What's more?
  55 hours of intense training 
  44 tools in techniques
  20 plus practice sessions
  User friendly ready-to-use document in pdf format
 

          Any individual who is seeking to grow in their personal and professional arena. Individuals
who are not able to realize their full potential due to various fears and phobias and want to
overcome that.

Senior business leaders, high potential corporate managers, 
Entrepreneurs, start-up professionals,
Trainers/Coaches who design and facilitate learning experiences based on learner needs and
desired outcomes, viz., trainers, teacher-educators, instructors, etc. from Education and
Development domains.
Government officials and officials of Public-Sector Undertakings and individuals

What's the duration?

  Level 1- 9 days of online session (2.5 hrs per day)
  7 days of Self exploration
  Level 2- 13 days of online session (2.5 hrs per day)
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What is NLP?

History of NLP

NLP Frames 

Presuppositions of NLP 

Four levels of becoming master in a skill

5 Realities of NLP

NLP Communication Model – Deletion,       

 Distortion, Generalization – Filters

The filters of the mind 

3 parts of the human system

Sensory Acuity, Calibration

Rapport 

Meta Programs

VAK

Eye Accessing Cues

Perceptual Positioning

Well Formed Outcomes

Walt Disney strategy

Wellness vision planning

4 pillars of NLP.
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Course Outline

 Time Line Coaching
 Visual Squash

Pain and Pleasure
Representational Systems – Sub-modalities
Visual Sub-modality change work
Anxiety pattern change work
Getting Rid of Anxiety 
State Elicitation
State Induction / Anchoring 
 Circle of Excellence
 Reframing
 TOTE Model
 Parts Integration – Visual Squash
 Visual Swish
 Godiva chocolate pattern
 Dealing with Criticism
 Fast Phobia Cure
 New Behavior Generator
 Creating Empowering Beliefs 
Changing Limiting Beliefs
Pattern Interrupt
Logical Levels of Change
Discovering your Timeline 
Changing Limiting Decisions
Releasing Negative Emotions 
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Level 1           Level 2 
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Co-facilitator

Facilitator
           Karthik R, founder NLPAcademy-IN, a certified Life Coach,
Leadership & Executive coach, Master Trainer-NLP and Master Trainer-
Hypnosis. He specializes in creating customized experiential workshops
with the focus on creating high performance individuals and in process
an efficient team. After years of experience with corporates like Hewitt,
ING-Vysya and Audi, Karthik went ahead to become a life coach. He has
coached business men, sports persons, Sr. Management corporate
professionals and trainers to excel in different arenas of their personal
and professional life. 

           His sessions are practical oriented with multiple levels of self-analysis. His expertise and
electrifying personality have participants awestruck and overwhelmed. His Content- rich sessions
have constantly flabbergasted participants and clients.

         Gauri Gopinath, a certified Life coach, NLP Practitioner, EI
practitioner and EDII Master Trainer. She has developed and Conducted
training courses for different industries in the area of professional and
career development, program management, leadership and
management, behavioral management. Gauri has an experience of 8
years in development, management and presentation of training
program and courses.She has worked with corporates like BNY Mellon,
Motherhood hospitals and various hotels and colleges. 

       She is able to deliver high-quality instruction to diverse audiences. Her dynamic
personality and expertise command participant interest and involvement. She has
trained hundreds of participants enrolled in different Professional Development Series.
Participant critiques and client evaluations rate her training highly.
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₹ 27,998/-
 ₹ 24,999/-

Program Price

Level 1 : ₹ 20,999/-
Level 2 : ₹ 34,999/-

Orignal Price                                     
Level 1 : ₹ 12,999/-
Level 2 : ₹ 14,999/-

Slashed Price                          

For Enquires,  Please connect
with us @

P : +91 86675 75836
E :  contact@nlpacademy.co.in 

W : www.nlpacademy.co.in 
 

    Combo(Li+L2)                                     

For further DISCOUNTS  and EARLYBIRD  offers call  the
number below


